We study here consequences of (R) and (D): first we prove an algorithm similar to the generalized MNA-algorithm; then we define a vector QD-algorithm which links two diagonals (P,'), and ( Pr'+')r. Conversely if a family (P,), ~ 0 verifying (D) is given, it is possible to build (P,'), ~ O,L z 0, and d linear functionals C", a=l,..., d, such that Pp = P, and (P;' ) verify the orthogonal relations (R), with respect to the C".
Introduction

The manic polynomials
Pf, we consider in the sequel, have associated to the denominators of vector Pad6 approximants prS of a function IF = (.A,..., fd)T, f,: @ *Q=.
[F is supposed to be analytic in a neighbourhood r has components C*, C"(x') = CF.
been previously defined [5] 
as (d"P;' = Y, P;(x) = x'P;( 9))
(1)
With these notations the P: are defined by the following equations:
(R. In this determinant, each row (I?,, . . . , I"+r_l ) represents d scalar rows, except the last one, which represents the first k components of (r,,,, . . . , rs+,.+n_-l ). An immediate consequence of (R) and (2) is an expression of P;' as a ratio of two determinants
sirin-.
An other consequence is the fact that, for any S, the family (P;'), is l/d orthogonal [4] , and satisfy a recurrence relation
p:+,(x) = (x -p,")P;'(x) -t y;P;'_,(x>. p=l (D)
We will now study the consequences of (R) and (D) in order to find some algorithms to compute the P,' recursively.
In the first section, we will find a relation similar to the generalized MNA-algorithm [2] . In the second section we will give a vector QD-algorithm.
In the last section we will define linear functionals (P),,i,_ d from one family P, that verify (D), in such a way that orthogonal properties (R) are fullfilled.
Recursive computation of the P,"
In this section we will consider a different normalisation for the polynomials P::
We get P,."( 1) = 1, instead of Pf manic. For any k, let us define g,:
k=hd+j3
, Proof. Using Sylvester's identity for ( -l)"H,"(x) and for H,S_,., gives 
Dividing by D( P,:,) . D( P,yLl), we
Proof. Applying Sylvester's identity to H,"+,(x), and dividing by H,",, H:+l, we get
K+' *H,"+,(x) = -H;=;.H,"(x) +xH,S+,.H;+'(x), P;+,(X) = XP;+'(X) -( H;::H;/H;+,H;+~) . P;(X).
This relation is the same as in the scalar case d = 1. 0
Theorem 2.2.
Prs+'(x) -P:(x) = -1 e,S.,Pf+'(x).
(6) r=r-d
Proof. The polynomials P;' are manic, so Prs" -P;' is a polynomial of degree Y -1, and can be expanded as r-1 p;+'(x) -P;(x) = c h;P,r+yx), The computations will go on, nearly as in the scalar case: ~ if all the columns are known up to the index r, qs+l will be obtained by equation (7~) and then E,",, by equations (7b) and (7a). the contrary. Every quantity with a negative index is zero, and we compute the columns ql,. . . , qd, which define completely E, and q,. The computation of Hi for k < i does not need the functional C', so it is impossible to have less initial conditions:
CL are involved for the first time in the computation of the ith column.
Relation between polynomials verifying (D) and vector orthogonality (R)
The polynomial orthogonality, We will now prove that it is possible to build C', . . . , Cd from one family verifying relation (D) (called D-family). are defined by the following system: and the result follows.
Third step: (Pf) satisfy relations (R). We have to prove, always with 0 G k < ci, It is the same for the second assertion.
Finally the functionals C*, (Y = 1,. . . , d, and the polynomials P;', constructed from the family (P,), satisfy the vector orthogonality relations. Each functional C* is defined by cv constants, so considering r = (C', . . . , Cd), the result can be put in the following form: the set of functionals r associated with a family P,. which satisfy a recurrence relation of type (D), is a vector subspace of L(@[[ Xl], Cd) of dimension d! This result is a generalization of the Shohat-Favard theorem: there is a unique functional associated with a family of polynomials satisfying a three term recurrence formula.
